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Thank you for your commitment to Safety First and Always

Key Safety Contacts: CONN.: Zeke Dumas  413-834-5289   I  MASS.: Jon Duffy  339-987-7007 
GAS: Janet Evans  860-558-5075   I   N.H.: Chris Stock  603-930-4548

Weather Forecast for 5/6/20:  Cloudy to mostly cloudy with temperatures in the 50s across most of the 
Eversource service territory.

Key Safety Message: Safe Outcomes Depend on Clear Communication
Poor communication can be a safety hazard because the intended message may not be clear or understood. 
For high-consequence tasks, a safe outcome depends on all participants communicating effectively and 
understanding each other. 
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COVID-19 Safety Briefing
May 6, 2020

Clear Communication is Key

REMINDER: If you are not feeling well or a member of your household is sick, call your supervisor. 
After you’ve called your supervisor, call HRConnect at 800-841-8684.

• Miscommunication is a common contributing factor 
in serious events across industries. 

• Face Coverings and Social Distancing: The actions 
we take to protect ourselves from the coronavirus may 
also put us at risk of miscommunication. Always be sure 
you understand what is being said.

• Identify all Critical Steps: A “critical step” is a human action that triggers 
immediate, irreversible, and intolerable harm to a person or asset if the action is 
not performed properly. 

• Job Briefs: Include all critical steps on the job brief and determine how they will 
be managed. 

• Coordinate: Crews can use a variety of Human and Organization Performance 
(HOP) tools to formalize communication around critical steps.

• Peer Check: Before and during a specific action, have a team member familiar 
with the task check your actions to prevent an error.

Miscommunication happens all the time. Wearing facial masks 
and practicing social distancing make it difficult to convey 
emotion and can hinder clear communication on the job site. 
Although we may think our message is clear, it can easily be lost 
in translation. Check for understanding and try not to assume 
your message was understood.  

CONTACT EVERSOURCE SAFETY WITH ANY QUESTIONS


